
2000 Mad City Masters 
Tossups by Subash Maddipoti, Andrew Yaphe, Mike Zarren 

l. Peter's Finger Inn is home to peasants like Mother Cuxsom and Nance Mockridge in this novel. Solomon 
Langways, Abel Whittle, and Jopp are some of the employees of the title character, who once took an oath not to 
drink for 20 years. After meeting Lucetta in Jersey, he goes on to become a prosperous corn merchant, becoming 
rivals with his one-time assistant, Faxfrae. However, he can never recover from the drunken sale of his wife and 
daughter to a sailor. For 10 points-name this novel about Michael Henchard written by Thomas Hardy. 

Answer: Mayor of Castexbrid~e 

2. He argued that humans are not free and live in "the open air prison which the world is becoming" in his book 
Prisms, and he copied his idol Kierkegaard in style and pwpose when he attacked Hegel's dialectical theory in 
Minima Moralia. At the age of 22, he studied under Alban Berg, an experience that contributed to his later writings 
on the philosophy of music. For 10 points-name this philosopher of the Frankfurt school who collaborated with 
Horkheimer on the Dialectic of Enlightenment and wrote, by himself, Negative Dialectics. 

Answer: Theodor.A!1QmQ 

3. On the right rests a long pipe, which fronts a silk blue curtain with a floral pattern. A pearl studded piece of 
jewelry is on satin sheets on the bottom left, and a jeweled flywhisk sits in the hand of the painting's subject. The 
artist's name and the canvas's date, 1814, on the bottom right, are much less visible than the extra three vertebrae 
on the extremely long back of the reclining female. For 10 points-identify this famous nude by Jean-Auguste
Dominique-Ingres that takes part of its title from the Turkish word for concubine. 

Answer: La Grande Odalisgpe 

4. As secretary of state, he negotiated a separate treaty with Germany after the Senate failed to ratify the Treaty of 
Versailles. He defeated William Randolph Hearst to become governor of New York in 1906 but resigned to accept 
an appointment to the Supreme Court from Taft. In 1916 he narrowly lost the presidential election to Wilson, but 
this man was better known for a post he served in from 1930 to 1941, in which the most notable event was 
Schechter Poultryv. U.S. For 10 points-name this 11th chief justice of the U.S. 

Answer: Charles Evans ~ 

5. The two most common exceptions to this law are carbon monoxide molecules and glasses. Based on this law, 
one can establish that the summation from zero to temperature "T' of the heat capacity times the natural log of "r' 
is equal to "S," or entropy. It states that, at a temperature of zero degrees Kelvin, the entropy of a pure crystalline 
solid is zero. Formulated in 1920 by Walther Nernst-for 10 points-name this numbered law of thermodynamics. 

Answer: Third Law of Thennodynaroics (accept just "Third" at question's end) 

6. One of his writings was the basis for Gliere's opera Rachel, while another inspired Britten's Albert Herring. 
His collection The Tellier House introduced his concern with "the humble life," or I 'humble verite, which served as 
the subtitle of his first novel, Une Vie . Later novels include Pierre et Jean and Bel-Ami, though he is better known 
for such works as "Mademoiselle Fill." For 10 points-name this writer of "Boule de suif' and "The Necklace," a 
Frenchman best-known for his short stories. 

Answer: Guy de MaUPassant 

7. Upon his election this president called a special session of Congress to raise customs duties with the Dingley 
Tariff. His secretary of state, William Rufus Day, advised him in such matters as setting up the Second Philippine 
Commission headed by Taft. He had been elected because of his popularity as governor of Ohio, which offset 
association with his namesake tariff. For 10 points-identify this ward of Mark Hanna, who was assassinated in 
1901 by Leon Czolgosz. 

Answer: William McKinley 

8. This gangster and loan shark has a sidekick named Vinnie, who remarks that unless his debt is paid, this man 
"is gonna send out for YOU!" We frnd that he ate himself to death after he had locked himself in a vessel, so he 
will never be able to collect his one million spacebucks. Voiced by Dom Deluise and topped by everything except 
anchovies-for 10 points-name this Spacebal/s villain, who is a parody of Jabba the Hutt. 

Answer: Pizza the Hutt 

9. One type of it in Halobacterium halobium harvests the bacteriorhodopsin protein, while the most common type 
can inhibit involved enzymes through the use of cardiac glycosides. An example of its secondary type is the 
importing of Galactose into the cell, while the primary type is epitomized by the sodium-potassium pump. 



Oxidative phosphorylation is one of the coupling systems necessary for this type of diffusion that requires energy 
input. For 10 points-give the two-word term for this movement across a diffusion gradient. 

Answer: active transport 

10. The Doctor in this novel initially refuses to treat an infant for a scorpion bite but changes his mind when he 
hears of the title object. Apolonia is the sister-in-law of the protagonist and the wife of Juan Tomas, who is a voice 
of reason. The novel's main characters include Coyotito and Juana, the son and wife of the protagonist, a poor 
fisherman named Kino. Its tragedies are caused by the greed that infects Kino once he finds the title object. For 10 
points-name this John Steinbeck novel about the titular gemstone. 

Answer: The ~ 

11. This king settled his son's future with the Treaty of Medina del Campo. As a child in the care of his uncle 
Jasper, earl of Pembroke, he fled England due to a weak claim to the throne. He later strengthened that claim by 
supporting the revolt of Henry Stafford and a promise to many the daughter of the recently deceased Edward IV. 
Upon his return, he was joined by Lord Stanley, who had deserted the armies of Richard III. For 10 points-name 
this victor at Bosworth Field in 1485, the first of the Tudor kings of England. 

Answer: Reruy VII (prompt on early buzz of "Henry Tudor") 

12. The action of this opera begins when the title character's husband finds a letter from her lover and then fights 
her lover, who was sneaking into her room through a window. To prevent any further delay from the occurrence of 
the title event, the title character smashes her husband with a vase and falsely testifies against her lover, sending him 
to jail. This allows the police officer to be her escort and the opera's title event takes place. For 10 points-name 
this 1937 opera by Menotti in which a young girl is attempting to attend a ball. 

Answer: Amelia Goes to the Ball 

13. His statistics account for fluctuations of standard deviation in measurements of radiation. His equation arises 
from a mathematical treatment of Gauss' Law. It states that the flux of an electric vector out of a surface equals " 4 
pi" times the charge within that surface. Better known is his law of large numbers, which applies to the number of 
randomly occurring, countable events occurring in an interval. For 10 points-name the Frenchman who theorized 
this probability distribution. 

Answer: Simeon-Denis Poisson 

14. In Act III of this play we learn that being associated with the firm of Mrukby, Markby, and Markby is a sign of 
being well born, while Act 1 explains the meaning of "Bunburyist." Taking its title from a directive by W.S. 
Gilbert on how the actors should play their roles, ancillary characters in this play include Miss Prism, and Aunt 
Augusta, whose speaking role is as Lady Bracknell. The end unites Cecily Cardew and Gwendolen Fairfax with 
Algernon Moncrief and Jack Worthing in-for 10 points-what play by Oscar Wilde? 

Answer: The Importance ofBein~ Earnest 

15. The aggression of foreign minister Karl Nesselrode was a primary cause for this war. Its second year saw the 
entry of 10,000 soldiers from the army of Sardinia-Piedmont, with the only notable early engagement occurring at a 
naval encounter at Sinope. Important battles to follow included Inkennan and Alma River, though the pivotal 
moment did not arrive until the French capture of Malakhov, which led to the fall of Sevastopol. For 10 
points-name this 19th-century war that included the Battle of Balak1ava and the famous "Charge of the Light 
Brigade." 

Answer: Crimean War 

16. Pete Adelis, an announcer, was known as the "foghorn" of this stadium. The impressive main entrance at 21st 
and Lehigh might have been overshadowed only by the 515 feet to the center field flagpole. Its glory days, between 
1924 and 1932, saw such home players as Mickey Cochrane, Al Simmons, Jimmie Foxx, and "Lefty" Grove. 
Later known as Connie Mack Stadium-for 10 points-name this longtime home of the Philadelphia Athletics. 

Answer: Shibe Park (accept early buzz of "Connie Mack Stadium") 

17. In the poem "The First American" he claimed that he was the first member of a new American race, an idea that 
he expounded upon in "The Blue Meridian." He wrote conventional novels like Transatlantic and Caromb due to 
puzzled response to the unusual structure of his best-known work. That work's first section focuses on such women 
as "Esther" and "Karintha" and is set in rural Georgia, while the second section contains more poems and concludes 
with a novel, Kabnis. For 10 points-name this Harlem Renaissance author of Cane. 

Answer: Jean Toomer 



18. One type of them is commonly found in the body associated with LCAT, a lecithin acyltransferase. They have 
receptors in the plasma membrane known as coated pits and are degraded by lysosomal acid lipases. The largest of 
them are the chy lomicrons, and all of them are classified and named by their densities. Cardiac science now 
examines the ratios of these molecules, rather than cholesterol levels, as predictors for heart disease. For 10 
points-name these complexes in which lipids travel through the bloodstream. 

Answer: lipoproteins 

19. After Tecmessa, the title character's concubine, joins the chorus in this play, she refuses to let him see his son, 
Eurysaces, whom she has hidden. After he concludes "Nobly to live, or else nobly to die befits proud birth," the 
title character entrusts the care of his son to his brother, Teucer, and falls on his sword. This all happens after he 
had attempted to kill Menelaus and Agammemnon because they favored Odysseus over him. For 10 points-name 
this play about the son of Telamon, a work by Sophocles. 

Answer: AiM 

20. As an illegitimate son, he was the target of assassination attempts by Queen Plectrude and the true royal power, 
Ragenfrid. However, by defeating the Neustrians at Ambleve and Viney, he strengthened his position and forced the 
submission of Chilperic II. He became even stronger by answering King Eudes' call for help against the forces of 
Abd ar Rahman, whom he defeated outside Poitiers. For 10 points-name this mayor of the palace and AD 732 
victor at Tours, a man known as "the hammer." 

Answer: Charles Martel 

2l. This band was formed after their lead singer's previous band, Sparrow, disbanded. Their self-titled second 
album had such hits as a cover of Willie Dixon's "Hoochie Coochie Man" and the popular radio song "The 
Pusher," but it was track five that immortalized them. Headed by John Kay, their other hits included "Hey Lawdy 
Mama," and the smash "Magic Carpet Ride." For 10 points-name this hard rock group, whose biggest hit was 
1968's "Born to Be Wild," and who took their name from a Herman Hesse novel. 

Answer: Stewenwolf 

22. The name's the same. One is a short story that tells of William, his sons, Paddy and Johnny, and his wife 
Isabel. This Katherine Mansfield tale has little to do with another, which is a 1672 comedy dedicated to John 
Rochester and written by John Dryden. The third and most famous contains such works as "The Contract," "Scene 
with a Quack," "Toilet Scene," and "Death of the Countess." For 10 points-name this work about the unhappy 
union of a wealthy alderman's daughter and a bereft aristocrat's son, a series of six paintings by William Hogarth. 

Answer: Marriage a la Mode 



2000 Mad City Masters 
Bonuses by Sub ash Maddipoti, Andrew Yaphe, Mike Zarren (and one by Robert WbapJes) 

1. Answer the following about the presidency of Hany Truman, for the stated number of points: 
A. For 5 points-this was the two-word name that Tnunan gave to his 24-part domestic program. It called for 
expanded social security, new wages and hours, public-housing legislation, and a permanent Fair Employment 
Practices Act. 

Answer: Fair Deal 
B. For 15 points-Tnunan first enunciated this policy of technical assistance and economic aid to underdeveloped 
countries in his 1949 inaugural address. Its first appropriations were made in 1950 and out of it arose the 
International Finance Corporation and the Inter-American Development Bank. 

Answer: Point Four Program 
C. For 10 points-this man, who was secretary of war when Truman came to the presidency, was the most vocal of 
the atom bomb advocates. Following the use of the bomb, it was he who first publicly defended Truman's use of 
atomic force. 

Answer: Heruy Lewis Stimson 

2. Identify the following scientists associated with relativity, for 10 points each: 
A. This scientist has proposed solutions to the equations of relativity whereby time-like world lines can bend back 
upon themselves. He's better known for his incompleteness theorem. 

Answer: Kurt ~ 
B. This man formulated his namesake four-dimensional space, which combined the three dimensions of physical 
space with that of time. 

Answer: Herman Minkowski 
C. This Dutch scientist first explored the astronomical consequences of Einstein's general theory of relativity. His 
namesake cosmological model differs from Einstein's in that it is static and contains no matter. 

Answer: Willem de ~ 

3. Identify these poems of Percy Shelley from descriptions, for 10 points each: 
A. Its opening line, "An old, mad, blind, despised, and dying king," refers to George III. Shelley rails against the 
royalty of his era in this poem, whose title refers to the time about which Shelley was writing. 

Answer: England In 1819 
B. Shelley says about the title character of this poem - "The pale purple even / Melts around thy flight; / Like a 
star of heaven, In the broad daylight / Thou art unseen, but yet I hear th;y shrill delight." 

Answer: To a SkYlark 
C. These "Lines Written in the Valley of Chamouni" are penned to pay homage to the titular location. 

Answer: Mont Blanc 

4. Identify these Tchaikovsky symphonies from descriptions, for 10 points each: 
A. The second movement of this symphony is an "alla Tedesca," a German dance, and the fifth movement is 
appropriately a Polonaise. 

Answer: SymphollY No 3 in D Major or £2.l.i.s.b Symphony 
B. The title of this symphony, Tchaikovsky's penultimate, was suggested to him by his brother, who was inspired 
by Beethoven sonata of the same name. 

Answer: SymphollY No 6 in B Minor or PatbetiQJle 
C. Composed during a period of national tension in March of 1866, this symphony's four movements are based on 
Russian folk melodies. It was dedicated to Nikolay Rubinstein and takes its title from the first movement, which is 
an Allegro Tranquillo. 

Answer: SymphollY No I in G Minor or Winter Dreams 

5. Answer the following about the philosophy of Karl Marx, for 10 points each: 
A. Marx used this term to describe the feelings of a laborer in a capitalist society. The product of the worker' s 
effort would be appropriated by others to use against him, and the worker himself became a commodity rather than 
an individual. 

Answer: alienation 
B. Though Marx never used this two-word term, it has been used to label his philosophy. It is the interpretation 
of reality that views matter as the sole subject of change. That change is the product of a constant conflict between 
opposites arising from the internal contradictions inherent in all events, ideas, and movements. 

Answer: dialectical materialism 
C. In The Communist Manifesto , Marx used this term to identify the "social scum," or lowest stratum of the 



working class, which, according to Marx, includes the homeless and criminals. 
Answer: Lumpenproletariat (prompt on "rabble proletariat") 

6. Answer the following about the nucleus, for 10 points each: 
A. This is the name for anyone of the small bodies in the nucleus that selVe as the site for the synthesis of 
ribosomal RNA and the early stages of ribosomal assembly. 

Answer: nucleolus 
B. This is the name given to a multinucleated cell that is formed when the nucleus divides but the cell does not. 
They frequently occur in skeletal muscle fibers. 

Answer: syncytium 
C. In most bacteria the genetic material is present as a long, looped DNA molecule that is compacted into a region 
called by this name. 

Answer: nudeoid 

7. Identify the following works of Margaret Atwood, for 10 points each: 
A. This dystopic novel revolves around the title character Ofred, a woman valuable only for her fertile eggs. It is 
set in the futuristic Republic of Gilead. 

Answer: The Handmaid's Tale 
B. The title character of this novel is Zenia, who has hurt the other central characters: Antonia or Tony, Charis, 
and Roz. Zenia had, at various times, disrupted the marriages of the other three women. 

Answer: The Robber Bride 
C. In this story from her collection Wilderness Tips, Atwood refers to the Canadian artists known as the "Group of 
Seven." It tells of Lois, who is recalling a childhood canoeing trip. 

Answer: Death by Landscape 

8. Name the tallest mountain in the following ranges, for 10 points each: 
A. Caucasus Mountains 

Answer: Mt. Ell21:lls 
B. Cascade Mountains 

Answer: Mt. ~ 
C. Adirondack Mountains. It's also the tallest mountain in New York, which kind of makes sense since the 
Adirondacks are in New York. 

Answer: Mt. ~ 

9. Identify these ABBA songs given some lyrics, for 10 points each. In each case, the next words to come form the 
title of the song. 
A. "If you change your mind, I'm the first in line / Honey I'm still free" 

Answer: Take A ChanCe on Me 
B. "You can dance, you can jive, having the time of your life / See that girl, watch that scene, dig in the . .. " 

Answer: Dancin~ Oueen 
C. "In my dreams I have a plan / If I got me a wealthy man / I wouldn't have to work at all, I'd fool around and 
have a balL .. 

Answer: Money Money Money 

10. Answer the following about a certain period of Russian histOIY, for 10 points each: 
A. This Russian dynasty took its name from its first ruler, who had been invited to rule Novgorod in AD 862. 
They ruled Kiev and Moscow until 1598, when their last ruler died. 

Answer: B.wik Dynasty 
B. The last of the Rurik rulers was this tsar who came to power in 1584. He was a weak ruler, with many of the 
major administrative decisions being made by his brother-in-law, Boris Gudonov. 

Answer: Fyodar lor Fyodor lyanoykh 
C. Following the death of Fyodor, Russia elapsed in this aptly named period of instability. It would end with the 
beginning of the Romanov dynasty in 1613. 

Answer: Time of Troubles or Smutnoye Yremya 

11. Answer the following about acid-base chemistry, for 10 points each: 
A. This is the name for any substance, which, in a chemical reaction, can donate an unshared pair of electrons. 

Answer: Lewis base 
B. This term identifies a reaction between an acid and base that produces a salt and water. 



Answer: neutralization 
C. This theory defines as an acid as a solute that, either by direct dissociation or by reaction with a solvent, gives 
the cation characteristic of the solvent. Its two formulators created it to deal with the restriction of the Arrhenius 
model to aqueous media. 

Answer: Cady-Elsey model 

12. Given a quote from a Shakespearean play, identify the play and the speaker, for 5 points each. 
A. "The quality of mercy is not strained" 

Answer: The Merchant of 'Venice and fw:1ia 
B. "Tomorrow, and tomorrow; and tomorrow creeps in this petty pace from day to day to the last syllable of 
recorded time . . ." 

Answer: Macbeth and Macbeth 
C. "Age cannot wither her, nor custom stale her infinite variety." 

Answer: AntonY and Cleopatra and Domitus Enobarbus 

l3. Identify the psychologist from some publications, for 10 points each. 
A. Moses and Monotheism, Totem and Taboo 
B. Children of the Dream, The Uses of Enchantment 
C. The Farther Reaches of Human Nature, Toward a Psychology of Being 

Answer: Sigmund fullii 
Answer: Bruno Bettelheim 
Answer: Abraham Maslow 

14 . . Identify these Supreme Court cases during the tenure of John Marshall, for the stated number of points: 
A. For 5 points-Marshall's first major decision came in this 1803 case of a disputed political appointment. 
Marshall used the case to establish the Court's right of judicial review. 

Answer: MarbuO' v Madison 
B. For 10 points-in this 1810 case Marshall ruled that the state of Georgia could not rescind the sale of land under 
the Yazoo land fraud because it would be an unconstitutional infringement on a legal contract. 

Answer: Fletcher v. Peck 
C. For 15 points-Justice John Story wrote the majority opinion in this 1816 case in which the court ruled on a 
bequeath of Virginia land by Lord Fairfax. Its importance lies in the fact that the Court asserted, for the first time, 
its appellate authority of the Supreme Court over the highest state courts. 

Answer: Martin v Hunter's Lessee 

15. Identify these professional golfers, for 10 points each: 
A. This prolific hitter lost his sponsorship from Callaway last year after he admitted he was drinking again. He has 
won two majors: the 1991 PGA Championship and the 1995 British Open. 

Answer: John I2ah:. 
B. This Seattle native, nicknamed "Boom Boom," has had his career hampered by chronic back problems. His 
lone major came at the 1992 Masters. 

Answer: Fred Couples 
C. This Paraguayan was named Rookie of the Year in 1999 after having won twice. He defended his Compaq 
Classic title earlier this year. 

Answer: Carlos ~ 

16. Answer the following about X-ray diffraction, for 10 points each: 
A. These structures are a regular array of spots on a photographic emulsion resulting from X rays scattered by 
certain groups of parallel atomic planes within a crystal. 

Answer: ~ patterns 
B. While working in the laboratory of Maurice Wilkins, this scientist used X-ray diffraction analysis to postulate 
that the structure of DNA was some sort of helix. 

Answer: Rosalind Franklin 
C. Perutz and Kendrew won a Nobel using X-ray diffraction analysis to determine the structure of this molecule. 
They showed that it had two alpha chains of 141 amino acids and two beta chains of 146 amino acids. 

Answer: bemoglobin 

17. Identify the following Irish writers of the 20th century, for 10 points each: 
A. This Irishman's notable plays include Riders to the Sea and Playboy of the Western World. 

Answer: John Millington ~ [SING] 
B. One of the leading figures of the Irish Renaissance, this man's novels includeSkerret, The Informer, and The 
Black Soul. 



Answer: Liam O 'Flahertv 
C. A one-time courier for the IRA, this man wrote the play The Hostage, but he is better known for Borstal Boy, 
an account of his detention in reform school. 

Answer: Brendan Bdlan 

18. Identify these Norse deities from descriptions, for 10 points each: 
A. This god of poetIy is married to Idun and is the son of Odin and the giantess Gunlod. 

Answer: .lil:iW 
B. This goddess of crops and fertility was married to Thor. One tale goes that Loki created a famine by stealing 
her hair, which he would later replace. 

Answer: Sir 
C. This god watches over Bifrost and will sound to Gjallerborn to announce Ragnarok, where he and Loki will kill 
each other. 

Answer: Heimdall 

19. Answer the following about Muhammad Ahmad, for 10 points each: 
A. After proclaiming himself al-Mahdi and promising to rid Islam of all governments that defiled it, Ahmad saw 
the culmination of his campaign with the capture of this central African city in January of 1885. 

Answer: Khartoum 
B. After abandoning Khartoum, al-Mabdi set up his administrative capital at this site on the left bank of the Nile 
opposite Khartoum. 

Answer: Omdunnan or Dmm Durman 
C. The forces of al-Mahdi were crushed by this British general at the Battle of Omdurman in September of 1898. 

Answer: Horatio Herbert Kitchener 

20. Answer the following about a Hindu religious process, for 10 points each: 
A. This is the name given to the notion of transmigration of souls, the idea that a creature will continue to be 
reborn until it has found moksha, or some form of salvation. 

Answer: samsara 
B. The idea of sam sara first appears in the Brhadaranyaka [BRDTH-aran-yaa-ka), the earliest of these 
commentaries on the Vedas. 

Answer: Upanishads 
C. This philosophical school, one of six in Hinduism, offers an explanation for the process that is samsara. 

Answer: SamkhYa 

21 . Identify these works that involve five sisters, for 10 points each: 
A. James Woods and Kathleen Turner were the parents of the five doomed Lisbon children in this Sofia Coppola
directed film that also starred Kirsten Dunst 

Answer: The Vir~n Suicides 
B. Angustias is the eldest sister in this play, while Adela, who commits suicide, is the youngest. All five sisters 
are daughters of the title character in this Federico Garcia Lorca play. 

Answer: The House ofBemarda Alba (or La Casa de Bemarda Alba) 
C. Meryl Streep is one of the five Mundy sisters in this movie adapted from a Brian Friel play of the same name. 

Answer: Dancing at Lugbnasa 

22. 30-20-10. Name the modem chemical discovery. 
A. One potential use is in batteries; potentially, a battery with one lithium electrode and one electrode made of 
these would have a higher energy density than a carbon-lithium battery, the current highest energy density battery. 
B. This chemical substance is known more for its enormous strength; on a microscopic scale, it is as hard as 
diamond and could someday replace carbon fibers as reinforcement in construction materials. In fact, some believe 
that this is so strong that it could be used to create a "space cable" to haul objects into space. 
C. They were discovered in an arc device used to form buckyballs in 1991. In fact, they are related chemically to 
buckyballs, but they have a characteristic cylinder shape and are much longer. 

Answer: Carbon Nanotubes 




